Kanooka Kinder Program Information

Please read on to find out about our 4-5 year old kinder program at Kanooka

Program Overview:
Within our 4-5 year old program, our main aim is to ensure all children are prepared and
ready for school. We provide a program that encompasses children’s interests which are
implemented within a play-based approach to learning. Throughout the day, children
engage in both learning through play, as well as structured learning with set routine times
to build up towards the school-based structure.
Below is an overview of our program routine:
8.30am Children settle into the Kinder
Room
9.00-9.30am Morning Group TimeChildren change the calendar, sign in
names and sing welcome songs
10.00am Morning Tea

11.45am Lunch Time
12.00-1.00pm Learning through play/
Change Library Books
1.00pm Story Time
1.15pm Meditation/ Rest time

10.15am-11.15am Learning through play
Indoors/ Outdoors

1.30-2.45pm Quiet play/ Rest time

11.15- 11.45am Afternoon Group TimeChildren are involved in a range of
activities encompassing literacy,
numeracy and STEM learning

3.15pm Afternoon Tea

3.00pm Show and Tell Presentations

Rest of afternoon until pick-up Learning
through play Indoors/ Outdoors

Learning through play
Below are some examples of children engaging in “learning through play” where they explore different
learning outcomes and concepts through activities intentionally set up by educators. This time allows
children to explore using their own perspectives, as well as fostering children’s learning at their own
pace.

Children exploring different perspectives and cultures
for Chinese New Year by engaging at the “Oriental
Food Play Table”

Exploring different animals at the playdough table
using sight word cards and alphabet cutters for early
emergent literacy skills

Science table comparing and categorising objects into
appropriate “sink/ float” categories

Literacy/ Numeracy learning through sequencing a
story from start to finish and using one-to-one
correspondence whilst counting

Learning Indigenous perspectives by recreating
Aboriginal symbols using sensory play

Exploring Self-Portraiture to promote positive self –
identities through The Arts

Group time learning
To ensure children are fully equipped and prepared for structured learning at school, we provide daily
group time learning. Children learn about different topics incorporating literacy, science, technology,
engineering, mathematics (STEM), cultural diversity, sustainability and a variety of interest based
subjects.

Looking at and celebrating our diverse classroom
through mapping out where each of our families have
come from on the world map

Children will often be asked to complete fun “book
work” activities including structured drawing or
writing practice

Introducing children to the concept of addition by
playing “how many aliens are on the space ships?”
Children were encouraged to use their counting skills
to “add” up how many aliens in total were on the
rocket ships

Children completed a subject on Australian animals
and visually represented their learning. They were
involved in “measuring” out the animals to their
actual size, drawing and recording interesting facts
regarding each animal

Children will cook different multicultural dishes to
share with each other. Pictured above: making
dumplings for Chinese New Year

Children showed an interest in learning about Space,
therefore we completed a unit learning about the
Solar System and Phases of the Moon

Our Community Kinder Program
Another exciting extension to our Kindergarten Program includes our Community Kinder. Through this
program, children are able to learn further about their community context by venturing outside the
centre and into the direct community. This program works on a monthly rotating roster with small
groups of between 6-8 children attending at a time.
We also arrange whole group community excursions which include visits to the Clayton Library and St
Peter’s Primary School each term, as well as using Fregon’s Reserve to explore nature at our Earth Kinder
on a weekly basis, play sports on the sports oval or enjoy a quiet picnic lunch.
Below are some examples of our Community Kinder Outings:

Exploring at our “Earth Kinder” site where children are
able to develop positive associations with nature. They
are encouraged to use their imaginations to
incorporate natural materials within their play.
Children are also encouraged to use nature to
challenge their physical limits in a safe manner. We
also use this time in nature to learn about the land, as
well as incorporating Indigenous perspectives.

To extend upon our “Healthy Eating” unit, children
visited the local Green Grocer for one of our
Community Kinder rotations. Children were each
encouraged to buy either a fruit or vegetable that they
had never tried before. We then took this fresh
produce back to Kanooka and researched ways to
prepare this food to share with our friends for
Afternoon Tea.

Children attended a Nursing Home to participate in a
music program with residents. This provided a great
opportunity for children to share positive experiences
with the elderly through the joy of music!

Each term, children visit the local primary school, St
Peter’s Primary. This provides great opportunity for
school readiness through children taking part in school
activities by joining in a class and working with
“buddies”.

Kinder Excursions
Each year we plan fun and exciting excursions for children revolving around their interests/ units that
they have learned throughout the year. These excursions also provide great opportunities for school
readiness as children practice important skills including following safety rules whilst on excursions.
Below are some examples of excursions children have attended:

Children showed great interest in learning about the
world through science within our excursion to Science
Works.

Children completed a unit on Australian animals;
therefore we visited Healesville Sanctuary to extend
on this learning.

Children went to Mentone Beach to learn about Beach
Safety with some local Lifeguards.

An exciting trip to Legoland to extend on children’s
impressive engineering skills.

A visit to Melbourne Zoo to learn about
endangered animals and species.

Children learnt about marine life and protecting our
oceans. We completed this unit by visiting the
Melbourne Aquarium.

Further School Readiness Activities within our Kinder Program
To ensure children are fully equipped for school, we incorporate several other activities to prepare
children with the skill sets they will require for an easy transition.
School Lunch Box Month
Normally throughout the year, children are provided with cooked lunches at Kanooka where they use
cutlery independently at the lunch table. Within the final school term, children are encouraged to pack a
lunch box from home to bring into kinder over the course of one month. This activity provides children
with the necessary skills including independently unwrapping foods from their packages, opening and
closing lunchboxes and being responsible for their own belongings.

Show and Tell Presentations
Each month, children work on a rotating roster to present their Show and Tell topics to peers. Children
will present Show and Tell on a particular topic extending on what they have been learning at kinder.
This therefore provides children with important skills for school; including researching a topic,
displaying information in the format of their choice (drawings, posters, photos, charts etc.) and
presenting this topic in front of peers.
Some of the topics children have covered within Show and Tell include discussing their favourite books,
information regarding planets in the Solar System, interesting animal facts, healthy eating topics and
much more!

Thank you for taking the time to read about our Kanooka Kindergarten Program.
If you require any further information regarding our Kinder Program, please contact us on 9544 9010 or
email kanookac@bigpond.net.au

